
Tunisian tea can be either green or black. Just like its Moroccan counterpart, it is 
commonly steeped with fresh mint and sugar. Its most distincitive feature is the nuts that 
are added to the cups after serving -- pine nuts, almonds and peanuts are all common. 

shāy bilbunduq
Gunpowder green tea is steeped with a bundle of fresh mint leaves and lots 
of sugar. It is common for Moroccan families to drink several cups of tea per 
day, and it is served to guests in both personal and professional settings. 
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1
Tunisian tea can be either green or black. Just like its Moroccan counterpart, it is 
commonly steeped with fresh mint and sugar. Its most distincitive feature is the nuts that 
are added to the cups after serving -- pine nuts, almonds and peanuts are all common. 

shāy bilbunduq4

2 Traditional Iraqi tea is super strong and super sweet: black tea is 
steeped for hours and its strength is balanced with a hefty dose of 
sugar. Highly caffeinated, Iraqi tea is sipped throughout the day

shāy istkān

3
Chai haleeb, literally "milk tea" is black tea steeped with cardamom and 
is usually consumed in Yemen. Evaporated or condensed milk is added. 

shāy halīb

5 Karkadeh tea is made with dried hibiscus flowers, which are steeped to give 
this tea its deep red color and tart flavor. Karkadeh can be served hot or iced, 
and is traditionally consumed for iftar during the holy month of Ramadān. 

karkadeh

6 Similar to what we think of as Indian chai in the West, karak is an aromatic 
blend of black tea steeped in milk with a variety of spices, including 
cinnamon and cardamom. This tea is drunk in the Gulf region.

shāy karak

Tea Time Word Match
Use the numbered English translations below to match with the Arabic word. 
Need a hint? See the answers on the next page. Cheers!
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